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Abstract
Data mining is a technique for analyzing large amounts of data, in various formats, often called Big Data,
in order to gain knowledge about it. The healthcare industry is the next Big Data area of interest as its
large variability in patients, their health status and their records which can include image scans,
graphical test results, and hand-written physician notes, has been untapped for analysis. In addition to
data mining, there is a newer analysis method called process mining. Process mining is similar to data
mining in that large data files are reviewed and analyzed, but in this case, event logs specific to a
particular process or series of processes, are analyzed. Process mining allows one to understand the
initial baseline, determine any bottlenecks or resource constraints, and evaluate a recently
implemented change. Process mining was conducted on a hospital event log of patients entering the
emergency room with sepsis, to better understand this newer analysis method, to highlight the
information discovered, and to determine its role with data mining. Not only did the analysis of the
event logs provide process mapping and process analysis, but it also highlighted areas in the clinical
operations in need of further investigation, including a possible relationship with patient re-admission
and their release method. In addition, the data mining method of creating a histogram, of the process
data, was applied, allowing data mining and process mining to be utilized complimentary.
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Introduction
In the healthcare industry, as in other industries, there are vast amounts of data collected and stored,
but left unanalyzed. This is ill-timed as the data may provide historical information or trends that
could assist with developing current and future methods, strategies and prediction models. This is
where data mining assists as trends and patterns can be understood from these large amounts of
data, as well as providing ways to classify or identify similar groups or entities. In healthcare,
patients can be identified or classified based on a series of health measurements to determine who
is at risk for developing a particular disease, or at what disease stage they are approaching. Data
mining is effective but it’s limitation may be in mining process or time-stamped datasets.
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When analyzing event logs or other time-stamped data, the entities or steps are dependent and
build upon other information in the same file, so this requires the event logs, such as for one patient
or one medical staff, to be analyzed as a whole unit and not separated out as typically conducted
with patient files for analyzing trends or prediction in disease. Granted, in data mining, there can
be dependent and independent variables, but the information in event logs are not well defined nor
bounded variables, but a series of steps that could be labeled as variables but separating them from
their pre- and post- steps provide no meaning and therefore requires analysis as a whole. A newer
method of data analysis, called process mining, has come of interest for analyzing event log, data
formats.
Process mining is conducted to gain knowledge about a particular process or series of processes
being executed. Having an accurate model of the process behavior improves the implementation
and evaluation of the process as well as configuring any additional requirements not included in
the system [1]. Based on a Dutch hospital dataset available online, this project applied process
mining methods to this event log, to first understand this method and outcomes, but to also
determine its relationship with data mining. Is a separate mining method required for process data
or can data mining methods also be utilized? Are process mining and data mining complimentary?
The process data for this study was a record of the patients’ steps when entering the emergency
room (ER) with sepsis cases, as well as their release and possible re-admission steps. Process
mining is a new, data method area in need of applied examples in order to understand how to use
it, the expected outcomes, how to improve it, and its role with data mining.
Process Mining
When searching the topic of data mining in healthcare, there were a series of articles that
referenced process mining. Many of the articles were conference proceedings, which may indicate
the newness of this method. Process mining is defined as a method for exacting data from
information systems, such as hospital information systems, to gain understanding about the
processes and further refine them. Healthcare processes are complex and involve steps executed
by personnel from various disciplines and offices. This complexity makes it interesting yet difficult
to analyze and understand. Process mining is defined as extracting knowledge from data generated
and stored in information systems in order to analyze them [1]. Typically, event logs are utilized
for analysis, as they provide timestamps of steps as well as the personnel or system users who
completed the steps, along with any step completion information, such as a mouse click, data
entered, or an item selected. Because of the use of recorded event logs, process mining is
considered an a-posterior analysis or analysis after the event(s) [2].
The authors in [1] found a plethora of information on process mining. Both types of processes in
healthcare can be analyzed with this method: medical (clinical) processes and organizational
(administration) processes. The software tools typically utilized in process mining are ProM and
Disco, both which can be downloaded for free. In addition, three common algorithms that are
utilized in process mining are fuzzy minor, heuristics minor and trace clustering. Heuristics and
fuzzy minor are process discovery methods whereas trace clustering in similar to clustering in data
mining, in that events or steps are clustered.
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The authors in [1] also list many benefits of conducting process mining, especially in healthcare.
Process mining can assist with understanding and even predicting both the staff and patient
behaviors in certain situations as well as assist in redesigning and improving the process. Process
mining provides information on what is causing the bottlenecks and allows one to analyze process
performance and reduce times, such as patient wait times and procedure times. Most importantly,
process mining can determine the gap of what is supposed to happen in a process(es) versus what
is actually happening in the process(es), so the process(es) can be better understood and improved.
Process Mining Case Studies
One of the case studies found regarding process mining determined the diagnostic, therapeutic and
clinical processes from hospital admission to discharge of 368 patients who were diagnosed with
a first-ever stroke at four hospitals in Italy [2]. The event logs from the hospital chart system were
utilized and the heuristics minor algorithm was chosen to map the process steps taken by the
patients. The timeframe of this study was not provided, so the length, in weeks or months was
unknown, but the study still provided valuable information as the process maps for each of the 4
hospitals were determined. This provides not only the process steps, for each hospital, but the
entire, average process time from admission to discharge for the patients, along with the standard
deviations among patients. This study also allowed the hospitals’ processes to be compared to
understand the different steps taken by each, something that is new in the healthcare industry.
Further analysis of these steps may provide additional information into the clinical practices and
how they can be refined. Typically, this information is reviewed and utilized from a clinical
operations perspective, to make sure correct protocols are followed, but this same information is
not typically utilized for process understanding and improvement, making process mining a new
research area and possibly an effective new method [2].
A second case study of process mining determined the common paths taken by patients arriving
for an outpatient procedure. The researchers’ intent was to first determine the most common
process and steps and then compare to an expert created process. The event logs were taken over
a month time-period from the hospital information system. The researchers were able to extract
699,136 event logs and 123,299 patient cases [3]. In this case, both the heuristics and fuzzy minor
algorithms were utilized as the researchers wanted a more refined model of the process from the
use of 2 techniques, along with the use of both software programs, ProM and Disco. The
researchers discovered in this case that the most common path taken by outpatients was:
consultation registration, consultation, consultation scheduling, payment, and then outside hospital
prescription printing. The researchers also found that the process developed with the algorithms
matched the expert created model by 89%, a significant result [3].
The intent of process mining falls in line with process improvement and lean thinking in that the
process needs to be understood, controlled and evaluated for continuous improvement. Process
mapping and lean thinking has been utilized for decades to sketch the process or processes under
study, in order to determine the process steps and functions over time to analyze a situation, but
very few individuals have reviewed event logs to see if more information can be gathered about
the process. Attempting to sketch a process map from a large event log, even for a week of events,
would be difficult and time consuming for an individual or team, but may be efficiently completed
with process mining software tools. As in lean thinking, if the process is already understood and
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documented, then process mining may allow others to improve the process or understand the
effects of a change made prior to implementation. Process mining and process mapping are not
seen as replacements for each other, but as compliments as both techniques provide information
that can highlight and improve the process. In addition, event logs may depict a different picture
that cannot be gathered from observations or interviews with participants, providing a reliable,
constant source of information.

Methods
The purpose of this study was to analyze a hospital’s event log of patients entering the emergency
room with sepsis, using a process mining software tool and algorithms, to understand how process
mining is conducted and to interpret the results. In addition, the researcher wanted to determine if
data mining methods can assist with analysis of event logs.
Data Description and Format
The data utilized for this study was from a Dutch hospital event log downloaded from the
4TU.Center for Research Data website [4]. This information is from the hospital’s enterprise
resource planning (ERP) system and includes 15,214 events, for 1,050 patient sepsis cases, from
November 7, 2013 to June 5, 2015 [5]. In addition, the events are divided into 16 hospital activities,
or classes, with one case representing one patient’s pathway through the hospital [5].
The downloaded file was compressed and of the .xes extension, which is an event log file format.
Because existing zip applications do not open this file, the z7-zip application was downloaded in
order to extract the event log file (.xes) from the compressed file. When searching for studies that
utilized this same dataset, it was discovered a few studies utilized this same data, but for only
determining and mapping the process flows. Data mining methods were not utilized in the previous
studies but are utilized in this study.
Tool, Initial Data Review, and Algorithms
ProM Tool
The source tool utilized for this study was ProM 6.7, revision 35885. ProM is the abbreviation for
Process Mining Framework [6] and was downloaded from the process mining website [6]. ProM
was selected for this study as it was noted in [1], that ProM is the most commonly utilized tool in
healthcare. There are two versions available, a lite version, ProM Lite 1.1 and the ProM 6.6 and
6.7. Most times, a lite software version has limited usage and tools, so the 6.7 version was selected.
In addition, the 6.6 and 6.7 versions are targeted for researcher use. ProM also has a package
manager tool, where many of the algorithm packages are selected and downloaded, so they can be
utilized. This is similar in programming, when listing the libraries in a command line, so the
functions and algorithms can be executed in the program. In addition, the ProM tool can accept
various event log file formats, including the .xes format, and also allowed the .xes file to be saved
as a .csv file, which can be viewed and analyzed using tools. MATLAB is a current data mining
and analysis tool that was also utilized in this study for a quick overview of the data in the event
log.
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Initial Observations of the Event Log Data
First, the sepsis event log file was imported into ProM 6.7. Before any analysis, the file was also
exported as a .csv, for later use. ProM provides a series of functions based on the data imported.
Available algorithms are highlighted green in a function listing. Functions can also be found
through a search field at the top. To understand the overall data, the View Source option was
selected and a dashboard of the data was provided, as seen in Figure 1 below. One process is listed,
with 1,050 (patient) cases, and 15,214 events, along with 16 classes (of events). This confirms that
the data is as expected and matches the data description in [5].
In addition, the data time frame from November 7, 2013, to June 5, 2015 is also listed correctly.
This dashboard also shows that the events per overall cases range from a minimum of 3 events (or
steps), a mean of 14 events and a maximum of 185 events. The large number of events per case
may be associated with the patients who were re-admitted as a multitude of events would have
occurred. In addition, the events are divided into 16 event classes or activities, with a min of 3
event classes per patient case, a mean of 9 event classes or steps per patient case and a max of 12
steps (of the total 16) per patient case. This makes sense as not every event class (step) will be
followed by any one patient.

Figure 1: Sepsis Event Log Dashboard in ProM
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After confirming the data characteristics, the Summary option was selected and this provided a
listing of the 16 activities or steps for the patients in this dataset. As can be seen in Figure 2 below,
the 16 activities consist of some of the following: ER registration, IVs or tests administered, being
admitted to the triage, and the series of releases A-E, and if the patient returned to the ER. Also,
the 16 steps are listed by their occurrences from high to low, with Leucocytes and CRP having the
highest percentages of occurrences at 22.236% (3,383 occurrences) and 22.441% (3,262
occurrences) accordingly, whereas many of the ER release steps occurred in lower frequencies.
Leucocytes, Lactic acid and CRP are all measurements provided by blood tests. Leucocytes are
white blood cells and a high white blood count can signal an infection the body may be fighting
[7]. CRP, or C-reactive protein can signal inflammation in the liver if the test result is high [8]. If
these patients had sepsis or another infection, blood tests are typically conducted to see if there is
a sign of an infection and it determines the path forward for treatment. In addition, there are two
types of admission steps a patient can take depending on their conditions. This is because the
patient can be admitted to 2 units, Intensive Care (IC) unit, or not as intensive (NC) unit. There
are also five release types, A-E, for the discharge path.

Figure 2: Sepsis Event Log Summary of Activities in ProM
To test the initial analysis of the event log in MATLAB, the .csv format of the sepsis event log file
was imported into MATLAB and the histogram function was selected. The output can be seen in
Figure 3, on the next page, and it matches the activities summary in ProM, with the Leucocytes
and CRP steps having the highest occurrences and the patient discharges having the lowest
frequencies. So, it appears MATLAB may assist with process or event log data, at least for initial
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analysis or frequency counts. This also confirmed that the original data file, which was converted
to the .csv format, in ProM, did not lose any data.

Figure 3: Sepsis Event Log Histogram of Activities in MATLAB
ProM Algorithms
Using the ProM software tool, a series of algorithms, or functions were applied to the sepsis event
log and included first determining the process map or model, along with discovering the casual
matrix. To create the process map or model, the Alpha Minor function was selected. This feature
is a discovery approach for mapping the process of the event logs. This is the first time this
researcher utilized these event logs, so it is necessary to discover the path first. If past or known
results were gathered, then the discovery phase could be skipped. The event logs are the steps the
patient encountered while being admitted to the ER and being tested for sepsis, and then possibly
released or admitted to a hospital unit. The results of this function are explored in the next Results
section. This feature was utilized to visualize the process map of this event log before conducting
any further analysis.
To determine any causal relationships of the activities, the Discover Matrix function was selected.
This calculates a value from 1 to -1 for each of the 16 activities. A 1 (ideal) value means that there
is a casual relationship between the row activity and the column activity. A -1 value means there
is no causal relationship between the row and column activities.
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Results
The process model or sometimes called, Petrinet, for the sepsis event log was created using a
discovery algorithm. The results of this mapping can be seen in Figure 4 below. The process starts
at 1, which can lead to a series of steps, whether Admission IC, CRP test, as well as the ERP
Triages, ER Registration, and IV Liquid, as each patient follows a different route, based on their
condition and encounter. The arrows represent the transition or next activity in the process. Also,
it appears in some cases, that after the blood test results of CRP and Leucocytes, patients were then
released. As expected, there are patient cases where different admissions (IC and NC) were
utilized, as well as different discharge types (A-E) and some cases where patients were re-admitted.
The circle at the bottom of the figure is the end point of the patient process.

Figure 4: Sepsis Event Log Process Model/Petrinet in ProM
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In addition, the Discover Matrix function was utilized to see if there are any causal relationships
between the 16 activities. A 1 value means there is a causal relationship between the row activity
and the column activity. The results of this test can be seen in Table 1 below. The heuristics minor,
a discovery method, was utilized. The values higher than 0 are highlighted blue, as there may be a
causal relationship. Looking at the rows, the step, Leucocytes has a series of values above 0.9,
which means that this step has a causal relationship with a series of columns, which includes all
the release steps and the return to ER steps. This makes sense as many of the patients require the
blood test to discover if there are any underling infections the body may be fighting, before
discharged. Many cases where there is a 0.0 value (in white), this means the step cannot be
compared to itself, similar to a correlation matrix where the values are left empty. It is also not
surprising that the CRP test also has high causal relationship with the discharge steps as this tests
for any possible infections, prior to patient release. It also appears Admission NC, ER Registration,
IV Anti-biotics and IV Liquids have a causal relationship with Admission IC, with a value of 0.64,
0.5, 0.98, and 0.75 accordingly. It also appears that some of the releases (A, C, D, E) have a causal
relationship with re-admittance into the ER, which may require further analysis. It is important to
understand not only the steps but the profiles of the patients that were re-admitted to the ER, so as
to reduce re-admission. Reducing the re-admission levels reduces the work load on the medical
staff, reduce the patient recovery times, along with reducing the costs incurred by all.
Table 1: Sepsis Event Log Casual Relationship Matrix in ProM

Conclusion
In conclusion, process mining methods and algorithms appear effective in analyzing the available
hospital event log. Not only does analysis of the event logs provide process mapping and process
analysis, but also highlights areas in the clinical operations that may require further investigation.
Modeling the patient path helps one to understand the steps the person followed, and the steps the
medical staff followed in their roles, to both learn the process or processes under investigation as
well as to refine the process with the intention to reduce patient waiting times and re-admissions
as well as streamline the clinical processes for the medical staff. In addition, it also appears that
some data mining methods, such as creating a histogram, is also of use with process data. So, data
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mining methods and process mining may be utilized complimentary in future event log analysis.
But process mining may be a division in its own right, as the event log data requires different
analysis than independent variables, such as patients results, require in data mining. So, it appears,
both data mining and process mining will be here to stay, for now.
The limitation of this study is that one dataset, which is one hospital event log, was utilized. Also,
two software programs, ProM and MATLAB, were utilized for this study. It is recommended for
future research that multiple events logs are analyzed, using both process mining and data mining
methods, whether for the same process, so comparisons are made for a particular process, or across
processes, units or hospitals, to compare the software results, to better understand how the
algorithms work with these data formats, as well as to gain insights to these processes under
investigation, in order to baseline and improve them. With limited software options available when
analyzing event logs, it is difficult to accurately confirm the results, repeatedly.
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